In the previous section, we learned about the physical properties of alkenes (Physical Properties of Alkenes). The double bonded carbons in alkene molecules also have an effect of shifts shown in $^1$H and $^{13}$C nuclear magnetic resonance spectr.

**Hydrogens near double bonds are deshielded**

For background information of $^1$H NMR, you can refer $^1$H Nuclear Magnetic Resonance from the last chapter. In $^1$H NMR spectrum, hydrogen atoms bound to a carbon consisting of a double bond (these hydrogens are called **alkenyl hydrogens**) are typically found in low field of the NMR spectrum, which is the left side, and the hydrogens are said to be deshielded. The cause for this is due to the movement of the electrons in the pi bond of the carbon-carbon double bond.

Alkenyl hydrogens create an external magnetic field that is perpendicular to the double bond axis and causes the electrons in the pi bond to enter a circular motion (shown in red). The circular motion actually reinforces the external field at the edge of the double bond on both sides of the pi bond but creates a local field (shown in purple and green) that opposes the external field in the center of the double bond. Because of this pulling force within the pi bond across the double bond which reinforces the regions occupied by alkenyl hydrogens, the alkenyl hydrogens are strongly deshielded.

Additionally, alkenyl hydrogens do not have to be all chemical-shift equivalent, and when they aren't, coupling will be observed which is the different peaks in an MNR spectrum.

**Cis and trans coupling appear differently on $^1$H NMR spectrum**

Here are a couple of terms to know:

- **Vicinal** - Coupling between hydrogens on adjacent carbons.
- **Geminal** - Coupling between nonequivalent hydrogens on the same carbon atom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of coupling</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Range (Hz)</th>
<th>Typical (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image File</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Delta 1</td>
<td>Delta 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cis.bmp</td>
<td>Vicinal, cis</td>
<td>6-14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trans.bmp</td>
<td>Vicinal, trans</td>
<td>11-18</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geminal.bmp</td>
<td>Geminal</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When alkynel hydrogen atoms are not symmetrically substituted on a double bonded carbon, the hydrogens of a cis and trans isomer will yield a different shift on the NMR spectrum. Because the coupling constant is smaller in a cis isomer than in a trans isomer, the NMR spectrums of the two isomers are different conveying the hydrogens in a cis isomer to be slightly more upfield to-- the right of the spectrum-- and trans hydrogens to be more downfield to the left.

Sometimes coupling will lead to very complicated patterns as a result of the J values that vary widely due to the relationship between the hydrogens involved. When this occurs, information can still be derived to determine the structure of a molecule by looking at the number of signals, the chemical shift of each one, integration, and splitting patterns similarly to identifying alkane NMR.
Alkenyl carbons are deshielded in $^{13}$C NMR

For background information on $^{13}$C NMR, please refer to $^{13}$C Nuclear Magnetic Resonance from the previous chapter. Compared to alkane carbons with one bond, alkene carbons show a relatively low field shift on the $^{13}$C NMR spectrum and absorb about 100 ppm lower field. Also, in broad-band decoupled $^{13}$C NMR, sp$^2$ carbons absorb as sharp single lines so with these two methods, it is easy to determine the presence of a double bond in $^{13}$C NMR spectrum.

Here are the common $^{13}$C Chemical Shift Ranges:

Note that the carbon-carbon double bonds are found in the range between 100-170 ppm. Carbon atoms on alkenes that are attached to another carbon group are found more downfield than carbon alkenes attached to hydrogens.

Let's try a $^1$H NMR practice problem with C$_4$H$_7$Cl:
Remember from previous sections that to solve an NMR spectrum with double bonds, we must know the Degrees of Unsaturation. From this, we get degrees of unsaturation = (9-7)/2=1 so there is one pi bond or ring in our molecule. Next we must look at the integration of the NMR spectrums.

- ppm= 1.8 with 3H reveals a CH$_3$ attached to an unsaturated functional group
- ppm= 4.0 with integration of 2H is a CH$_2$ most likely attached to the Cl
- ppm = 4.9 and 5.1 are singlets of 1H and must be our two alkene hydrogens

There are three ways to attach the discovery we made, but only one of them are the correct answer. Since the coupling of the two alkene hydrogens are small whereas vicinal hydrogens tend to be large, we conclude that the hydrogens are geminal and appear on the same carbon. This leaves the two other groups to be located on the other alkene carbon.
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Practice Problems

1. If an alkene isomer showed coupling at 17 J (Hz), would it be cis or trans?
2. Why are alkenyl hydrogens deshielded?
3. Rank the order of coupling from highest to lowest range:
   1. vicinal, cis
   2. vicinal, trans
   3. geminal
4. True or false: In $^{13}$C NMR, alkene carbons show an upfield shift compared to alkane carbons.
5. What are two ways to distinguish an alkene in a $^{13}$C NMR spectrum?

Solutions

1. trans because the range of trans coupling in an alkene is 11-18 J (Hz) while cis is 6-14 J (Hz)
2. Alkenyl hydrogens are deshielded due to the movement of the electrons in the pi bond. Alkenyl hydrogens create an external magnetic field that is perpendicular to the double bond axis and causes the electrons in the pi bond to enter a circular motion. The circular motion of the pi bonds reinforce the external field where the hydrogens are located thus being strongly deshielded and appearing low field in an NMR spectrum.
3. b) vicinal, trans > a) vicinal, cis > c) geminal
4. False. Alkene carbons absorb at about 100 ppm lower field than alkane carbons thus are found low field in a $^{13}$C NMR spectrum.
5. Alkenes typically absorb around 122 ppm and appear as sharp lines in $^{13}$C NMR spectrums making them easy to distinguish.